COTTON TALES
The Seven Knightly Virtues: essential elements of today’s code of chivalry

COURAGE

More than bravado or bluster, today’s knight in shining armor must have the courage
of the heart necessary to undertake tasks which are difficult, tedious or unglamorous,
and to graciously accept the sacrifices involved.
Cottonwood School News
From the Director…

The
Cottonwood
Advantage!
Our method supports
brain learning and the
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executive functions
such as...
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Initiation

Everything is in full swing
around here as we head into
the second nine weeks of the
fall semester. I can’t believe
how much we packed into the
month of September with our
first parent meeting, a
campout, an art show, a Spirit
Night, family picnic, Middle
School Night, pottery project,
Picture Day and a staff
workshop on learning
disabilities. Each gathering
was more lively than the last
as we all tried new activities,
learned new things, met new
friends and enjoyed time with
grandparents and alumni. We
have also welcomed five new
families into the school, and
two returning teachers! Cory
Calvert decided that his new
environmental science job
was not as much fun as
actually teaching science to
children so he has returned to
run the Environmental
Education Program at
Cottonwood. You can read all
about Cory on page 7.

October 2015
by Trish Nickerson

Ms. Daniela Keller, who is
now working as a middle
school math teacher, will also
be back in the role of Chess
Coach on Thursday
afternoons. Email Val if you
would like to sign your child
up for the Chess Club. The
cost will be $15 per class, per
child.

We will also be launching our
first ever Annual Fund
Campaign this month as a way
of inviting our school
community to give a taxdeductible donation directly
back to the school in support of
the general budget. Even though
it is a common practice in
private schools and churches, an
official and strategic annual
October will bring us the Fall fund is new to Cottonwood. The
Festival, a Pumpkin Carving
annual fund was created to close
Contest and classroom
the gap between tuition revenue
Halloween and Day of the
and school expenses by
Dead celebrations to look
allowing families to make a
forward to, along with a
donation to the organization to
library remodel and the
help cover costs not covered by
installation of a new heater in tuition, right out of their tuition
the brick house classroom.
discount. For example, if you
Moe and I will be attending
receive a discount on your
accreditation classes at the
tuition for a sibling or single
end of the month as we gear
payment, you have the
up to apply for NAEYC
opportunity to donate that
(National Association for the amount back to the school.
Education of Young
Tuition is not tax-deductible, but
Children) accreditation for the your gifts are so we all benefit.
preschool and to renew our
Look for those materials in your
AdvancEd K-6 accreditation
box by the end of the month.
for the state PED in 2016.

Free Parenting Classes in Oct on the Nurtured Heart Approach
“The Nurtured Heart Approach is
a set of notions and strategies that
enables adults to energetically
and vividly recognize, appreciate
and reflect to a child his or her
positive choices. This, in turn,
creates what I call inner wealth, a
deep and lasting kind of selfesteem that comes from actual
experiences of being held in
esteem, day after day, for all the
ways in which the child is not just
“being good” or even “being
great” but for the ways in which
his very existence, along with his

everyday choices, are held up as
qualities of the greatness he
possesses.” Howard Glasser,
Founder/Director
The Nurtured Heart Approach
Parenting Classes will be offered
again at the school for first time
participants as well as those who
would like to return for a refresher.
Classes will be held on Saturday,
October 17 from 9AM-noon, and
on 2 Mondays from 6:00-7:30pm
on Monday, October 19 and again
on October 26,from 6:00-7:30PM

with our counselor and trainer,
Danielle Cossett. Free childcare will
be available in the main building with
Ms Trish during class time only.
Classes will be followed by a once a
month discussion with Moe or Trish
about applications in day-to-day life if
there is interest. Please call Val at 897
-8375 to register for the class and
childcare, or sign up at this link:
http://www.signupgenius.com/
go/10c0d4da8ae23a0fb6-nurtured
Guests are welcome. The class is free
but there will be a $15 charge for the
book.
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Parent Observations Begin in October
We would like to invite you all into
our classrooms during the last two
weeks of October so that you can
see for yourself the wonder of a
Montessori classroom in action.
You will be welcomed in for a
thirty minute view of lessons, work
cycles or the special that is
occurring during your visit. We ask
that you enter the room quietly, take
a seat in the visitor’s chair, and
remain unobtrusive throughout your
stay so that the children can
maintain their focus and
concentration. You will notice that
a great deal of thought is devoted to
the “prepared environment” of a
Montessori classroom. Each piece
of material has been placed on the
shelf to help the child develop a

particular skill. You will notice too,
how the children learn in different
ways. You will see groups of
children working cooperatively
while others work intently alone.
Still other children may be walking
through the classroom seemingly
not engaged in any direct activity.
Very often, this last type of learner
is absorbing information through
observation.
You will see the teacher act as a
facilitator of the children’s
autonomous learning processes.
Sometimes the teacher provides
direct instruction and
encouragement, and at other times
judicious absence, but always a
reverence and respect for each
child’s particular style of learning

and self regulation within the carefully
established limits and liberties of the
classroom. You will also notice that the
classroom assistant is not always actively
involved with teaching. He or she is a

calm and gentle presence in the
classroom, quietly helping to maintain
the environment while unobtrusively
supporting the teacher in her work with
the children and the children in their
work selections.
Watch the ways in which the children
offer assistance to one another – with
the materials and with everyday tasks.
Note how the younger children absorb
information from the older children’s
work simply by being near them and
how, conversely, the older children will
assist the younger ones with work that
they have already mastered.

Fall Festival on October 16
Our next big event is the annual
Alumni Fall Festival. We will
celebrate the close of harvest just
before the frost hits the pumpkins
on October 16 from 5:30-8:30
p.m. Traditionally held on the
third Friday in October, the Fall
Festival signals a time when our
grads and their parents can return
to the campus they love and meet
up with the friends they have left
behind.
We bring in our own kind of
harvest for the local Food Banks
each year by collecting canned
food in exchange for a hotdog
supper. That’s right, if you bring
in at least one can of food for

each member of your family then
we’ll give you a hotdog, chips, and
s’mores for dessert. But that’s not
all….we’ll also have drinks, soup,
chili and caramel apples for sale!
There will be a hayride, ponies, a
dessert dance, and a sing-along at
the campfire in the field. The
CSPA will host a photo booth
where you can get a family picture
made by a professional
photographer and we will be
selling handmade ceramic bowls
of homemade soup to raise money
for a local shelter. We need a ton
of help each year to pull this off so
look for sign up sheets on the class
clipboards. Some of the jobs we

will need help with are:
1. Hotdog grillers
2. Soup cookers
3. Chili makers
4. Tee shirt sellers
5. Fire watchers
6. S’more sponsors
7. Hayride helpers
8. Arts and crafters
9. Cake walkers
10. Chili judges
11. Sing a-longers
12. Ghost story tellers
13. Trash can dumpers
14. Cleaner uppers
It’s one of our favorite nights so
save the date and sign up to help so
you don’t miss out on all the fun!

Chili Contest & Empty Bowls Project!
Do you make the best chili in
town? Well you just might have
to prove that to us! Each year at
Fall Fest we invite all cooks to
try their hand at winning the
prized chili ladle showing us all
who makes the best RED, the
BEST green and the HOTTEST
chili in town. You can sign up
to submit a chili for judging, or
to judge the chili. Bring your
crockpot of chili to the MPR on
Friday, October 16 by 5:30 and
we will set you up for the
contest. We are also asking for
donations of soup to sell to
raise money for a local

homeless shelter. Each year the
elementary students throw ceramic
bowls with local potter, Gina
Bobrowski, and make them
available for sale to the parents at
the Fall Fest for $10. It’s a
wonderful way for the children to
support community service projects
through the arts. All donations of
soup or chili brought to the Fall
Festival will be sold as part of the
Empty Bowls project. Email Ms
Trish at
trish@cottonwoodschool.org to
volunteer to help judge, sell or
serve soup and chili!
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Library Spruce Up October 13-16!
The Library Committee
under the direction of
Kristie Gilbert, will be
working Tuesday,
October 13 through
Friday, October 16 to
clean, prime and paint
cabinets and shelves in
preparation for the big
move! If you have some
time between 9am and
4PM, please stop by the
Plum Cottage , east of the
sand playground, and
pitch in...we could sure

use the help!
Kristie has met with
parent Ryan Matthes and
discussed at length the
library layout, design and
materials needed. Ryan
is going to give us a good
estimate of what new
shelving might cost,
keeping in mind our
desire to maintain a very
low budget. Ryan has a
dedicated wood shop on
his property, so he would

really like it if all of the
woodworking volunteers
will join him there for
building the shelves. He
would like them to come to
his house on a weekend or
two and everyone could
work together there to
build them together so they
look the same. We’ll let
you all know when the
shelves are ready to be
assembled and a work day
is scheduled so we can get
our volunteers on board.

Pumpkin Carving Contest on October 27th thru October 30
Our school will be hosting the
annual Pumpkin Carving
Contest again this year. For a
five dollar entry fee for each
pumpkin, you can submit an
individual, class, or family
pumpkin for judging. You may
submit more than one entry if
you like. The categories are for
BEST CLASS, SCARIEST,
FUNNIEST, MOST
CREATIVE, CUTEST, AND
back by popular demand…THE
PEOPLE’S CHOICE!

pumpkin that you LIKE BEST!
Each penny counts as one vote.
The pumpkin with the MOST
money at the end of the contest
wins! All pumpkin votes will go
to UNICEF!

You will vote by putting your
spare change into the jar of the

Awards will be presented on
Friday morning, October 30 at

the Halloween Sing Along.
Pumpkins should be taken home
on Friday, October 30. For more
information, please contact Ms.
Trish at school or email her at

Pumpkins should be registered
in the front office with Val and
then taken to the lobby no later
than noon on Tuesday, October
27 for voting to begin. People’s
choice voting will continue
through Thursday night, October
29 at 6:00 pm!

Halloween Sing Along on Oct 30 at 8:30AM
October is here, and with it
comes Samhain, an important
date in Irish lore. This ancient
Irish festival became Halloween
as we know it today. The Celts
believed the year was divided
into two parts, the lighter half in
the summer and the darker half
in the winter. Samhain, or
Halloween as it is now called,
was the division between these
halves. The Celts believed that
the veil between our world and
the other world was thinnest at
this time. Oíche Shamhna
(October 31) is Halloween and
Lá na Marbh (November 1) is

the Day of the Dead, or All
Saints Day, when those who
have passed away are
remembered. According to the
American Folklife Center at the
U.S. Library of Congress, Celts
wore costumes to confuse the
spirits now roaming our world
and to avoid capture.
Many schools no longer
celebrate Halloween, but at
Cottonwood we use this time to
bring cultural lessons of origin
to our students along with some
traditional fun and shenanigans.
We do ask that when selecting
your child’s costume, you

consider avoiding cultural
appropriation and ethnic
stereotypes such as Indian chiefs
and geisha girls. We also ask that
the children not wear frightening
or gory costumes, or bring masks
or props to school on Halloween.
Save that for the neighborhood
please. We will celebrate
Halloween with a raucous sing
along followed by an elementary
parade in the field and individual
class parties. Let’s all enjoy a safe
and satisfying Halloween learning
about other people and their
customs while coming into a
greater understanding of our own.
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Ms. Pam’s Toddler Class
This month the toddler class
has been busy at work. We
have been working on
picking up our playground
and putting our toys in the
bins. Everyone has been
doing a great job! On our
nature walks we are
practicing how to "stick"
together like an ooey gooey
grilled cheese sandwich.
While we explore our
campus we are talking about
the changing weather. We
are observing how it effects
the bugs, trees and the

garden as it starts to get
colder. We are also talking
about the clothes we wear
when we are cold. Which is
why this is he perfect time
of year to learn a little trick
when putting on your own
coat of "one, two flip-a-roo."
Practice makes perfect so we
will be working on that little
trick during these colder
months. Well, that’s it for
now... let's all sit back with
some nice warm cocoa and
watch the colorful balloons
fill our beautiful New

Mexico skies.
Oh, and by the way, if you
want to learn how to do the
“coat trick” just lay your
jacket on the floor, open
“face”

Ms. Tricia’s Transition Class (2.5-3.5 years)
As you may have noticed,
the students in our youngest
programs are prolific artists.
They a keen lovers of the
processes of creating art. I
know many of you have
been gifted on a daily basis
by what seem like reams of
pages covered with crayon
scribbles, colored pencil
lines, and splots and
splashes of paint in every
color of the rainbow. I’m
sure at times you must think
to yourself, Is this all my
child is doing? Going to
school to color with
crayons?
The answer to that is, it
depends! Some children on
incredibly drawn to the
creative process and through
these activities are able to
practice the refinement of
fine and gross motor skills,
learn complex ideas of
spatial information and color
interactions, and even math
and language concepts! The
Montessori environment is
meant to allow the children
to seek their learning
experiences following the
natural development of their

brain, body, and personality.
Some days, the art area of the
classroom is where a child
may find these learning needs
best met.
And rest assured, they are
learning, not only about art
but also SO MANY great
lessons about life and
themselves. Art allows the
students to exercise their
creative skills and exposes
them to the fact that there is
often more than one right
way of doing things.
Working with a wide variety
of materials, colors, textures,
and shapes in varying spaces
allows children develop their
sensory awareness. It
provides endless
opportunities for language
development – discussions
take place, children acquire
new vocabulary, they learn to
express themselves
coherently about their work,
and engage in question-andanswer scenarios. Gross and
fine-motor skills are
practiced and fine-tuned. Eye
-hand coordination is
developed.
And perhaps most lovely of

all, it is an avenue for the
students to develop a positive
self-interest. The beautiful
thing about art is that there is
no right or wrong. Children
are free to let loose and create
a masterpiece on their own
and feel full capable in their
skills. They can experience
the joy and pride of
completing a project or task
successfully, whatever their
knowledge or skill-level.
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The Early Childhood Classes
“Development comes from
within, Nature does not
hurry but advances slowly.”Fred Rogers
We are making discoveries
everyday in and out of the
classroom. With our walks
through the garden and
orchard we can find and
explore nature and all the
excitement of harvest time
and the changing season. In
the classroom we are
examining seeds on our
nature table and in the foods
we eat. We have enjoyed

sampling many varieties of
apples but have observed
that although they may look
and taste differently, they all
have the same qualities.
Through using the Life
Cycle of the Apple puzzles
and matching cards, the
children are learning the
many stages that the apple
tree goes through before
producing the fruit. The
Parts of an Apple work
teaches the child the
nomenclature, such as the
flesh, core, seeds, calyx,

skin and stem. By tasting,
smelling, observing the
apples the children are
making connections and
forming opinions, all
important elements of a good
scientist! Children are
naturally curious about the
world around them and these
early years are filled with
wonder!

The Junior Elementary Classes
Among so many other
things, the month of
September heralded the
start of the spelling and
homework routine, the
beginning of weekly
Specials, the study of the
continent of Europe past
and present, and the
introduction of creation
stories and experiments.
Each year we present a
series of what are called
“great lessons” which
serve as the backbone of
Montessori Cultural
Elementary curriculum.
These lessons are
impressionistic stories
that are meant to inspire
the students, evoke a
sense of wonder about the
subject matter, and
instigate questioning,
discussion and study. The
first great lesson is the
Creation Story or the
Story of the Universe.
This lesson attempts to
simply but scientifically
explain how the universe

was created, how particles
came together to form
planets and stars, how
remarkable it is that the
Earth is the “Goldilocks
planet,” and the basic truth
that in the universe there
are laws of nature that are
obeyed to make order out
of chaos. As an
introduction to this lesson
we read creation myths
from a wide variety of
cultures and examine how
early humans attempted to
understand these laws of
nature. Sometimes
students are inspired to
compose their own
creation myths. This year
Ms. Corinne introduced a
musical version of the
creation story which we
listened to while making
artistic renderings of the
story. We also present
simple Creation
experiments to introduce
topics like states of matter,
the water cycle, volcanic
eruptions, and many

others. We repeat these
demonstration experiments
and tie them altogether
when we present the
“Creation Show.” This
year the Creation Show
will take place in the
afternoon on Friday,
October 16. Both Junior El
classes will gather in the
spare classroom which will
be darkened and specially
set up with all the
experiments as we
dramatically tell the story.
We hope students will
come away with a point of
departure for further
studies in biology, Earth
Science and history as well
as an appreciation for our
universe, planet and all
their inhabitants. How
exciting during a week
when we learned about
water on Mars, had the
Autumnal Equinox and
experienced a blood and
super moon!

Cottonwood School News
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The Senior Elementary Classes
This month, the Senior
Elementary classes entered the
Junior Baking competition at the
New Mexico State Fair and
everyone was awarded a first,
second, or third place ribbon!
The students started this project
by searching through cookbooks
and asking family members for
recipes. Once they chose a
recipe and typed it up, the
students were put into groups
where they chose their favorite
recipe to prepare together for the
competition. This project helped
the students follow directions,
practice taking turns and
working in a team. They
incorporated math into the

project when they worked to
convert the metric system and
measure the proper amounts of
ingredients into their mixtures.
All together, we entered eight
recipes: Apple Cake, Pumpkin
Chocolate Chip
Bread, Coconut
Chocolate Chip
Brownies,
Vegetarian Bacon
Chocolate Chip
Cookies,
Chocolate
Brownies, Thumb
Print Cookies with
Homemade
Raspberry Red
Chili Jam, Peach

Pie Bar Cookies, and Chocolate
Chip Banana Bread. We are so
proud of our young bakers and
their hard on this project. They
represented Cottonwood, and
themselves, quite well!

The AFTERCARE Program (2-6 years) by Cyndie Roy
“Watching a child makes it
obvious that the
development of his mind
comes through his
movement. -Maria
Montessori
In week 1we will be learning
about spiders. The children
will make spiders out of pipe
cleaners and pom poms. We
will be singing Little Miss
Muffet and The Itsy Bitsy
Spider. We will be cooking
soup in a Cauldron (Crock
Pot) on Friday. Week 2 is all

about hot air balloons. With
Balloon Fiesta here in New
Mexico, hundreds of
balloons fill the sky each
morning to everyone’s
delight. We will be crafting
our own hot air balloons out
of a variety of materials,
singing Up Up and Away
and acting out the story The
Balloon That Got Away. In
week 3 we will be learning
about bats... it is the month
of course! The children will
make bat hand puppets. The

children will try to find the
hidden rubber bats
throughout the room, and
singing the game, Bat Bat
Come Under My Hat.
Week 4 is all things
pumpkin! The children will
make tissue paper
pumpkins. They will make
their own tic-tac-toe games
and use pumpkins and bats
as game pieces. We will be
singing Five Little
Pumpkins and acting out
the song, I’m a Jack-o-

Lantern. Our cooking
project at the end the week
and month will be making
pumpkin mousse. Happy
fall to all!

The AFTERCOOL Program (6-12 years)
As we are reading "Harry Potter
and the Sorcerer's Stone" in
Aftercool, we have been doing
some activities tied to the book.
The students in Aftercool have all
been sorted into one of the
Hogwarts Houses: Hufflepuff,
Gryffindor, Ravenclaw, or
Slytherin. The students each had
an opportunity to sit in a chair,
wear the sorting hat, and hold a
cup that I poured lemon lime soda
into, and the color it magically
turned to told the child which
house they belong in. While Harry
and Ron ate Bertie Bott's Every
Flavor Beans while riding on the
Hogwarts Express in our book, the

students each got to try a Bertie
Bott's Bean that I randomly gave
them. Some students got a
blueberry, watermelon, or
bubblegum flavored jellybean
while others got earthworm, grass,
or dirt! It was fun to watch their
expressions as they tentatively
tasted their jelly bean. So far we
have made paper snakes, house
ties, and troll boogers to go along
with what is happening in the
book. We have Cross Country
Club every Friday from 3:45-4:45
and this year we have our largest
club ever with 33 members! We
alternate between a bosque run to
the river or tag games on the field

or in the orchard every other
week. Our club is continuing to
grow, and we would love for
more students to join in the fun!
We are also happy to have
parents that would like to
accompany us on our runs in the
bosque every other week. So far
we have Barbara Boyd and
Carmen Lopez helping us, and we
really appreciate their support!
Cooking is in full swing in
Aftercool! Thanks to the
generous donations of
ingredients, a blender, and a
sandwich press from parents, the
students and Ms. Lori are able to
make some special snacks in

Aftercool. The students are
having a great time helping Ms.
Lori prepare and serve some
delicious snacks including
smoothies, hot dogs, toast with
homemade apple butter, quiche,
cheesecake, quesadillas, ice
cream goulash, fruit and veggie
platters, and egg sandwiches. If
you would like to donate any
food items to Aftercool, please
speak with Ms. Lori or Ms. Kellie
or look at the wish list next to the
sign in boards in Aftercool
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Art Program by Melissa Busse
We hope you enjoyed the
beautiful beginnings art
show in the MPR. Children
were inspired by the lovely
story of The Dot by Peter
Reynolds to create a
marvelous variety of
paintings, each as unique as

they are.
The Senior Elementary
artists used a familiar
material in a new way to
show that art is
handcrafted using line and
pattern. Through their
visual exploration,
they found innovation
and creativity! In
October artists will
continue study of mark
making and expression
using the elements of art
shape and texture with

collage, rubbings, and printing.

Drama Program by Wendy Scott
Our drama classes have
started with eagerness and
excitement. Each level has
learned the vocabulary in our
Actor's Toolbox
(body, voice,
imagination,
concentration,
listening,
cooperation and self
control). We have
played games such
as: What Else Could
It Be? Stop, Go,
Melt, Build A Machine, and

Zip, Zap, Boing (exercising
each tool in our Actor's
Toolbox). The Early
Childhood classes, with their
love of imitation and
repetition, have been doing
Story Theatre with Two
Hundred Rabbits by Lonzo
Anderson. This French
folktale gives us many
wonderful characters to play
and an opportunity to explore
simple costuming. Our Junior
Elementary classes are
remembering and reviewing

their favorite cooperation
games (the second and third
graders are doing such a
great job of teaching and
including the incoming first
graders). The Senior
Elementary classes are
mastering their theatre
games, performing short
scenes and doing some
favorite improvisational
work. All of the classes are
settling in, taking risks,
working together and having
fun!

Environmental Program by Trish Nickerson
Cory Calvert has returned to
Cottonwood School to run
the Environmental
Education Program. Cory
formerly worked in the
Junior elementary as Ms.
Susan’s classroom aide and
as a summer camp
counselor. This will be his
third year at Cottonwood
School. Cory graduated
from UNM with a
Bachelor’s degree in Earth
and Planetary Science and
loves anything to do with

geology or space. He is an
avid gardener who grew up in
the country and kept gardens
and his own chickens. He is
also a fanatic hockey player
and official so if anyone
spends time at the ice rinks
I’m sure you will see him
there.
Cory met with Ms Trish to
discuss the future of the
Cottonwood School garden.
She shared her vision for the
space as an extension of the
classroom learning and a

place for children to grow,
pick, cook, eat, sell and
donate a variety of food.
Throughout the meeting Cory
shared his enthusiasm for the
school’s vision and it was
evident that Cory was the
right guy for the job. He is
prepared to share his passion
of nature and gardening with
the children as well as
provide them with a basic
understanding of physical
science through gardening.
Cory will aid the children in

growing their own food as well
as taking care of the chickens.
In an effort to realize the
original vision for the school
garden, Cory will be working
closely with Ms. Trish and Mr.
Shanual to strip down the
greenhouse and rebuild it for
growing food plants in winter
and seedlings for spring
planting. If you would like to
purchase any houseplants from
the greenhouse before they are
purged, please see Mr. Cory.

Cottonwood School News
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Music Program by Moe Hickey
October finds us moving like
leaves in the toddler and
early childhood classrooms.
We are singing about “Five
Little Leaves,” and pretend
falling from trees! We have
also begun using the tone

blocks while we are
“Marching All Around.”
Using instruments helps us to
develop patience while we
learn to wait for all the
musicians to get their
instruments and play like a
band.

Elementary students are now
listening and dancing to
music from the Renaissance.
We have begun to learn a
dance called “The
Farandole.” It is the oldest
surviving dance of Western
Europe. It came from ancient
Cretan dance based on the
myth of the minotaur in the
maze. So far, we have
learned the basic step,
threading the needle and
making the snail. The senior
elementary were able to
attempt the braided ribbon –
quite a challenge to learn

how to grip your
neighbor’s hand loosely
enough to turn when
needed. In all the classes,
from toddler to senior
elementary, we are learning
to take risks by playing or
singing a solo of the songs
we have been learning.
Last month it was singing
“Get my Continental
Drift,” and in the
elementary classes it was
“Light a Candle for Peace.”

Physical Education Program by Kellie Nickerson
Our first four weeks of PE have
flown by! The Early Childhood
students learned about bubble
space, and how to move around
safely in PE class. We began the
year by playing Duck, Duck,
Goose and going on a dragon hunt.
Our dragon hunt was a great
opportunity for the students to
practice creative movement and use
their imagination. Later we
practiced running, jumping,
galloping, hopping, side sliding,
skipping, and leaping! After
practicing these different types of
movements, we played a silly game
called "Ready Spaghetti!" where

the students could only move from
one side of the field to the other
when they heard me say, "Ready
Spaghetti!" They loved when I
would try to trick them with a
"Ready Spinach!" or a goofy
"Ready boogers!" Animal
movements are next up on the
agenda! In coming weeks, the
students will be learning how to
move like elephants, penguins,
crabs, cats, dogs, ostriches, zebras,
and much more.
The elementary students spent the
first four weeks in PE playing
games that encouraged teamwork,
cooperation, and patience. In "The

Specials About Town...
Several Cottonwood students
showed work at the State Fair
this year in the School Arts
Exhibit sponsored by the Pubic
Education Department and the
New Mexico Art Educators
Association.
The participants were:
Trinity Rice
Aysa Johnson
Tanner Jones-Wirth
Maya Burgos
Violeta Lopez
Zaccheus Montoya
Andrew Biddle
Jaewon Choi
Sophia Hobbs

Aiden Mason
Isabella Phaneuf
Joshua Runck
Piia Torgeson
Gavin Walker-Mason
Sophia Hobbs received a
second place in the Elementary
Art section and was awarded a
$25 prize by NMAEA. All
students received a participation
recognition ribbon at Sing
Along on September 25. We
offer our congratulations to
these students and our thanks to
Melissa Busse for installing the
work for all to enjoy!

Human Knot", the students had to
grab two other classmates' hands and
try to untangle themselves without
letting go of each others hands. This
game definitely tested their patience,
but eventually all classes were
successful! Hoop da Loop was a
game where the class formed a large
circle, and the students had to hold
hands. Without letting go, the
students had to move a hula hoop
around the entire circle. One class
began chanting a student’s name
when she got stuck trying to move
through the hoop, to encourage her.

After that, they chanted for
every other student while
they went through the hoop.
It was one of the most
touching gestures I have
witnessed as a PE teacher. It
was rewarding to hear the
students encourage each
other, support each other, and
work together well. It appears
that they are prepared to
practice good sportsmanship
all year long. Next up,
volleyball!
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United Way Supports Cottonwood!
Did you know that when
you give to United Way
through your work place
giving campaign, you can
designate Cottonwood
School as a recipient of
your funds?
As a non-profit, and 501(c)3
organization, we are listed in
the catalog of organizations
that United Way supports.
Your tax deductible gift to
the United Way will flow
through to us and go to
supporting our Scholarship
Program. We offer

preferential need based
financial aid to active
military, veterans, police/
fire/education workers and
to LGBT families, as well as
families in our community
who are in need of
assistance. When you
authorize United Way to
send your charitable funds to
the school you are helping
your friends and neighbors,
community workers and
those in need with quality
child care assistance and
elementary education to

enrich the lives of the people
who work for our freedom
and safety. Please consider
giving to Cottonwood when
your company campaign
renews! You help so many
people when you do! We
thank you in advance for
your consideration. For
more information on United
Way giving, please see Trish
Nickerson and she will help
you with your donation.

Firebolt 5K/1 Mile Fun Run Sunday, Nov 8th
Preparations for the
Harry Potter themed
Firebolt Fun Run
continue! If you’re
interested in
sponsorship
opportunities, please
contact Trish
Nickerson. And be sure
to register online
TODAY at

www.active.com. This
is one event you don’t
want to miss! We’ll
have Rebel Donuts for
the racers, tee shirts,
live music, food, butter
beer, a magician and
activity tables for
muggles and wizards
alike. Last year’s event
brought in over 300

racers to our campus
who stuck around to
play Quidditch with the
UNM team. It’s a great
way to have fun with
the whole family and
support the school. All
funds raised from the
FIREBOLT Fun Run
will go directly to the
school’s annual fund.

The Burrito Brigade sponsored by BUENO FOODS
Our dedicated Burrito
Brigade Chaired by
Wendy Scott and
supported by Gene Baca,
Christine Baca, Dikla
Baranes, Sarah Crichlow,
Abigail Eaves, Kristen
Hatch, Tammy Jones,
Sandy Tijerina, and
Jennifer and Justin White
are rolling their way into
the fall with your favorite
flavors for you to enjoy.
The Brigade, purchases all

of their own food supplies,
the Baca Family donates
the chile and tortillas, and
they all put in the labor of
love to produce the best
homemade breakfast
burritos this side of the
river!
In September, the Burrito
Brigade earned $519 in
sales and in October they
made $539. On November
6 they will once again sell

their wares and hope to earn
another $500 to put toward
the annual fund. Our goal
this year is to raise $5000 to
purchase a new heater for
the Brickhouse classroom!
We thank you all for your
patronage and hope you will
continue to
support
their
efforts!

Our heartfelt thanks to...

3896 Corrales Rd
Corrales, NM
87048

•

Wendy Scott and Mike McNeese for donating a wooden cabin to the “fairy yard.”

•

Carmen Lopez for the wooden tool bench in Aftercare.

•

MaryAnn Nickerson, Kellie’s grandma, for donating books, tables and puzzles.

•

Steve Nickerson for donating a soccer goal for the elementary field.

•

Val Armenta for donating board games to Aftercool.

•

Dikla Baranes
donating
3896for
Corrales
Road an inflatable alphabet game to Aftercare.

•

Leslie Wegrzynek
for a play-doh factory for the Aftercare room.
505-897-8375

•

Tamara Mayne and Becki Lard for puzzles, a microscope, and construction sets
for Aftercool.

•

Melissa Busse and Randi Buck for ink cartridges for the Senior El printers.

Corrales, New Mexico 87048

www.cottonwoodschool.org

Our Mission
Our mission is to
encourage the
potential of each
child through an
interdisciplinary
curriculum which
cultivates
intellectual
achievement,
artistic abilities
and creative
reasoning in
accordance with
Montessori
philosophy.

The Director’s Mailbag...testimonials!
We thought we would share
some of Ms. Trish’s emails.
They are an encouragement
to us all and we hope they
will be to you as well. It’s not
ALL bad news, all the time!
Sometimes there little are
gems like these which lift us
up!
Hi Trish, I was going through my
inbox and saw an email about the
NMMN from you today. I have
been thinking about Cottonwood
lately, so I thought I'd drop you a
line to say hello! Nate and I are
temporarily living in Ft. Worth for
Nate's work (fingers crossed we
will be back to the Albuquerque
area soon!). I am working as a
behavior therapist for children
with autism and recently started
working part time at a preschool
as well.
I just wanted to tell you how
much I love and miss
Cottonwood and all that it stands
for. The love and kindness toward
children, and the passion for
teaching and nurturing the
WHOLE child that the
Cottonwood staff has is
something that is hugely lacking in
a lot of places! I'm speaking from
experience!
Just wanted to send you love and
encouragement to keep doing

what you all do each and every
day. Because, in a world where
yelling and screaming seems to be
an "appropriate" way to redirect
children, and worksheets are the
"best way for a child to learn" you
all truly are a light in the darkness!
Hope you all are doing well!
Please give everyone my love!
Jillian
My Dear Ms Trish,
We miss you all so much too! I
don't think that there is a week
that goes by that we don't talk
about you all. We are so grateful
to Cottonwood and the love of
learning and self determination
that was ingrained in Alex and
Ellie. Their teachers are amazed at
their self discipline and sense of
community and I credit that to
you and your vision.....thanks so
much! Love, Sophia Miller
Trish, It’s so good to hear from
you! We are all doing well. We
almost moved back to New
Mexico, because of Cottonwood
but the CDC is sending us on to
Atlanta instead, which is home.
I was thinking about some of the
training I did with you all when I
was there, and wanted you to
know how it still has impact on my
life. I’ve finished my Masters in

Social Work and draw down on the
Montessori philosophy and Nurtured
Heart Approach all the time. We miss
Cottonwood and all of you. There are
nice schools here but everywhere we go
we say, “yeah, but it’s not Cottonwood.”
There is nothing like it anywhere. You
should know you set the bar! Antonio
Hello Trish
am so glad to hear that Montessori is
taking off in the state! I keep wondering
what the world would be if all the leaders
were Montessori educated.
I'm sorry about your under enrollment it takes a lot of the joy out of work when
one is worrying about the finances. I've
been in that position myself as a small
business owner.
If you ever need a testimonial - let me
know. I can't imagine a better place than
Cottonwood for my girls. And yes, they
are thriving, and excelling at the
Academy.
All my best to you, Emily
Hi Trish, ...I apologize to bother you with
this, you do so much for school, the
employees, parents, and community. On
Wednesday night I was driving back from
my class at CNM and saw you were still
working. I don't know how you do it but
you've been doing a remarkable work and
always helping so many around you! I
admire your leadership and strength and I
think you're an amazing woman! Thank
you, Daniela

